
Engine Temperature Management

Introduction

The first and most important thing that a student pilot learns about the engine is how to manage
the power output using throttle.  More power is forward, less power is back.  Soon after, the
student pilot completes the basics of engine operation by learning how to start and stop the
engine, as well as the fundamentals of engine leaning.  This combination of knowledge and skill
forms the basis of engine management for most of the Pre-Solo activities.

During the phase of training for cross-country flights, the student pilot refines their
understanding of engine management with a greater attention to engine temperature
management.  Long cross-country flights are the perfect time to the various engine temperature
readings and give the pilot time to practice subtle control adjustments to keep engine
temperatures within target ranges.  This section will convey the basics of engine temperature
management that apply to most training aircraft.  You will need to confirm that the process of
managing engine temperature in your plane work the same way, or learn specific new skills.

Set Power as Desired

The first step in engine temperature management is to set power as desired.  The choice is
especially relevant on a long cross-country flight.  Typically, the pilot chooses to go fast
(throttle to full) or to for endurance (throttle back for better fuel economy).  In some planes, this
choice is entirely at pilot discretion, and can differ on different flights.  In these planes, the pilot
is free to choose whatever power setting matches their intentions for the flight.

However, many planes will have power limitations to protect the engine, indicated either by red
arcs on power gauges or by power limitations shown in the Limitations section of the Pilot
Operating Handbook (POH) for the aircraft.  These limits may be for all operations, or you may
find that the aircraft has different limits for maximum takeoff (or 5-minute) power than it does
for continuous operation.  Often high-performance engines will have higher engine power limits
that can be used for short periods of time to allow for more power during takeoff and initial
climb, but have lower engine power limits for continuous operation.  This makes sense, as the
power setting the engine is operated at has the biggest impact over time in the resulting engine
temperature.

There may also be power limits tied to the aircraft’s operating Density Altitude or other
environmental factors.  The aircraft POH is the ultimate authority as to the power limits of the
aircraft.

Lean Appropriately

The next step is to lean the fuel mixture appropriately for the power setting and mode of
operation.  Many aircraft manufacturers will recommend richer mixtures at high power settings
to provide better fuel flow rates and to ensure a margin of additional cooling.  Conversely, at
lower power settings, engine fuel mixtures can typically be reduced.
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Cruise flight, particularly during long cross-country flights, fuel management takes on increased
importance.  Airplane POH sections will often give specific procedures to use to lean the
mixture correctly for long flights, and POH performance tables will often give specific fuel flow
and temperature readings that should match the airplane flight.  In training up to first solo, many
students learn quick rule-of-thumb methods to set engine mixture for taxi, takeoff, and cruise.
During cross-country training, the student begins to learn more nuanced leaning procedures for
cruise flight, including procedures that involve making a small adjustment to mixture and
watching over time to see that the setting is correct.  In some planes, leaning for cruise flight
may take a few minutes, as the precise value is reached slowly through small corrections.

Some airplanes with modern engine management systems may even include automated leaning
support procedures to aid the pilot in reaching the appropriate lean for their cruise flight.

Evaluate Engine Temperature

After the power has been set as desired and within engine limits, and the appropriate lean has
been set, time goes by.  With continuous operation, the engine temperature will gradually reach
a stable value resulting from a variety of factors, such as engine power and mixture settings,
outside temperatures, relative airspeed, etc.  A pilot in cross-country flight should periodically
check engine temperatures to watch that everything is working well.  Engine temperatures that
are too high can cause damage to engine components over time.  Engine temperatures that are
too cold can affect fuel efficiency and performance, and rarely result in engine damage except in
extreme situations.

Depending on the aircraft, engine temperature information provided to the pilot can vary widely.
FAA regulations require all aircraft to have an oil temperature gauge, but many manufacturers
also provide pilots with engine cylinder head temperature (CHT) and/or exhaust gas
temperature (EGT).  This provides the pilots with additional information that can be used in
precisely managing engine temperature.

Advanced engine management systems may provide a cylinder CHT and EGT for each of the
cylinders on the engine.  This can be a lot of great information.  Pilots using these systems can
closely monitor the operation of each cylinder, and are able to provide mechanics with very
specific and helpful information when troubleshooting engine issues.

In airplanes equipped with a single CHT gauge and a single EGT, there is still enough
information to make changes that manage engine temperature and health, but the pilot will have
to know that the one value may not represent what is happening across all cylinders.  In those
cases, the EGT probe is likely mounted on the exhaust and represents an average across all
cylinders, while the CHT is likely mounted on the most aft or warmest cylinder.

Managing EGT

As with any temperature reading, the pilot will likely find guidance from the manufacturer
about maximum operating temperature.  When the EGT is too high, the combustion in each
cylinder is too hot, and could contribute to an overheated engine.
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The most common way to manage EGT is with mixture control (leaning).  If conditions are
such that engine EGTs are too high, the pilot will often choose to enrich the mixture to bring
temperatures down.  Because combustion is continuously happening, and exhaust gas is pushing
through the system continuously, changes to mixture should result in immediate changes to
EGT.  Consult the POH for the optimum operating temperature for each aircraft, but in general
EGTs between 1400 and 1450 are reasonable.  Most normally aspirated engines can handle
whatever temperatures come out of the cylinders, provided that CHTs remain in normal range.

Managing CHT

Where EGTs represent the immediate state of combustion, CHTs tend to represent the long-term
temperature profile of the engine.  Cylinder head temperature climbs slowly after engine start,
and the temperature tends to represent the long-term build up of the residual heat of combustion.
Over time, high EGTs can result in high CHTs, but the change is far from immediate.

Also, pilots should think of CHTs as the balance of opposite pressures - engine heating from
combustion tending to increase temperature, and engine cooling from passing air flow tending
to reduce temperature.  This gives the pilot multiple ways to manage engine CHT.

If the pilot has set engine power and mixture settings appropriately, engine cooling is the next
best tool for the pilot to aid in engine temperature management.  In a high-power climb at low
speed, cooling airflow is reduced.  In time, this will tend to increase CHTs.  Pilots in an
extended climb may choose to break the climb into a few segments with an adequate cruise
level for cooling between segments.  Some high-performance aircraft are equipped with
moveable cowl flaps that allow additional air to vent through the engine compartment to aid in
cooling during operation at slow speeds.  In those aircraft, it is often recommended to have cowl
flaps closed during normal flight operations, but open when additional cooling is needed, such
as during climb and on the surface after landing.  Cowl flaps give a pilot an additional tool to
reduce CHTs when in flight.

CHTs from 400℃ to 430℃ are considered normal.  Operating at temperatures above 435℃ is
not recommended, and temperatures above 500℃ serious damage can occur to the engine.  If
engine temperature is too high, and cooling and EGT management is not able to bring cylinder
head temperatures down, the pilot must reduce power settings and make other plans for the
flight.

The cooling impact of the passing airflow must not be underestimated, and pilots flying on hot
summer afternoons when temperatures are much higher than standard should not be surprised to
find temperature may be a factor on their flight.

The Myth of Shock Cooling

Since we are talking about engine temperature management, we should address a widespread
myth that has circulated in the general aviation community for decades.  The story goes like
this.  If an engine undergoes rapid cooling, some parts of the engine will shrink very rapidly
while other parts are still warm, and this can cause pistons to seize and cylinders to crack.  The
term for this is “shock cooling”.  But after years of research and study, engine manufacturers
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have put a decisive end to this myth.  Normally aspirated, horizontally opposed engines like the
ones used in my general aviation aircraft are not significantly at risk of shock cooling, because
they just don’t cool that rapidly even when power is cut off.  The data from modern engine
temperature management systems shows that it would be nearly impossible to expose an engine
to cooling conditions that would result in damage.

There may be some aircraft with other engines that still require staged cooling, where a pilot
would reduce power a fraction at a time over several minutes, but none of our training fleet
meet this description.

Study Questions

1. At SCFC, prior to solo what engine management skills are student pilots expected to have

acquired?

a. Engine start/stop, operation of throttle, and simple leaning technique

b. Advanced in-flight temperature management

c. How to perform a 50-hour inspection of the powerplant

2. During a cross-country flight, upon establishing level cruise flight at the desired altitude the pilot

first sets

a. engine power as desired, and mixture as appropriate.

b. autopilot to “cruise” and engine temperature to “managed”.

c. engine control to “RM” so that ATC can remotely manage the aircraft.

3. Why is it likely for a pilot to find two different maximum engine power limitations? One for

maximum takeoff power, and one for maximum continuous power?

a. To allow pilots to have freedom of choice

b. Because the cylinders on the left side of the engine operate differently than the cylinders on

the right side.

c. To allow pilots of high-performance planes to access power for short periods of time needed to

takeoff or climb but not for long enough to cause heating problems for the engine.

4. In-flight engine leaning is typically done using which engine control?

a. Throttle

b. Power balancer

c. Mixture control

5. How often should a pilot in a long, cross-country flight check engine temperatures?

a. Every 5 minutes

b. Once an hour

c. As often as needed to keep temperatures within limits

6. What can a pilot do to manage exhaust gas temperatures (EGT)?

a. Add or reduce fuel flow with mixture control

b. Open or close cowl flaps

c. Increase or decrease airspeed
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7. What can a pilot do to manage cylinder head temperature (CHT)?

a. Open or close cowl flaps

b. Increase or decrease pitch trim pressures

c. Reduce overall electrical load

8. What CHTs are considered normal?

a. 400-430°C

b. 500-600°C

c. 1350-1450°C

9. A pilot flying on very hot summer afternoons may find that

a. operating at less than maximum power can still result in an overheated engine.

b. throttle control is sluggish and less effective.

c. water cooling the engine in flight is the best option.
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Assignment Answers

 Answers

1. a

2. a

3. c

4. c

5. c

6. a

7. a

8. a

9. a
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